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Prince August is pleased to present its new series of moulds. Working in close collaboration withSeven ears arY W
wargamers and experts on the period, we have produced a range of moulds whose flexibility is such that many troop types
and variants can now be produced. This new system features much more detailed and accurate figures than ever before

We have already released Prussian, Austrian,with heads, bodies and other accessories produced separately.
Austrian-Hungarian, French and Russian infantry moulds as well as Artillery and Cuirassier moulds.
Now we are releasing our Dragoon moulds for this series. This consists of four moulds.
Series was designed by Prince August and Steve Metheringham.

Dragoons were originally a form of mobile infantry when they originated in the 17th century but by the time of the
S Y W They were ueven ears ar had evolved into light cavalry. sed extensively in this period by all major European powers,

,except Russia which, because of its ready supply of Cossacks  retained them as mounted infantry.
.Dragoons of most European armies were similar in general appearance

Each Austrian Dragoon reg comprised six squadrons each of 190 officers and men. Each squadron was divided intoiment
two companies. Two companies in each regiment were elite troops and were designated Horse grenadiers.

Austrian Dragoon Regt No.1 (Archduke Joseph):
.Mould 3123  contains everything you need to make a Dragoon trooper

Mould 3124 contains everything you need to make a Dragoon officer.
Mould 3125 contains everything you need to make a Dragoon drummer.
To make a Dragoon standard bearer cast the head and main body from mould 3124 (parts A

.and B) and add to this the arm in accessory mould 3126 (part A)

Accessary Y Wmould 3126 enables you to make Dragoons of most of the European powers during the Seven ears ar by
radding a different head and painting a different colou scheme. Painting instructions for Dragoons of all the armies in

this conflict can be found at www.kronoskaf.com

A. Standard-bearer arm.
Prussian dragoonB. .
Austrian horse grenadier (no plate)C. .
French fatigue cap (bonnet de police)D. .
British/Hanoverian horse grenadierE. .
.Russian horse grenadierF. .
British light dragoonG. .
French horse grenadier (cap with plate)H. .

bare headI. .

Series designed by
Prince August &
Steve Metheringham.
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A. Figure on horse.
Arm with sword.B.
Carbine.C.
Austrian Tricorn.D.

A. Figure on horse.
Arm with sword.B.
Officer Tricorn.C.

A. Figure on horse.
Hand with drumstick.B.
Austrian Tricorn.C.
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Trooper Officer Drummer


